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Abstract
Masquerade display as aspect of African culture is very pervasive
throughout  the  African  continent.  It  signifies  different  thing  to
different  ethnic  nationalities  in  Africa.  To  the  Nembe-speaking
people of the Niger Delta Region of Nigeria, masquerade culture
had become an indelible part of their cultural heritage. This age-
long  aspect  of  the  culture  of  the  people,  despite  the  dynamism
occasioned by the intrusion of Western civilization had continued
to  colour  the  socio-cultural  landscape  of  Nembe.  This  paper,
realizing the important role of culture in the lives of a people takes
an in-depth historical excursion into the origin, features and the
dynamism of the masquerade culture of the Nembe people.

Introduction: 
Various  scholars  have  defined  culture  in  many  ways.  They  have  seen
culture from different perspectives laying emphasis on aspects relevant to
them. Some scholars defines culture from the angle of social relationship.
Others  view  it  from  the  perspective  of  aesthetic  and  some  from  the
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behavioural pattern of the people. For holistic assessment of the concept, it
is necessary to examine some of the views on culture.

Alagoa,  E.J.  (1983:15)  defines  culture  as  “a  concept  that  embraces  the
language, the tools by which man make a living, the creative arts by which
they  seek  to  give  conduct  and  meaning  to  life”.  Another  scholar  sees
culture as “the total  ways of  life characteristic  of members of a society
including tools, knowledge and patterned way of thinking and acting and
are  learned  and  shared  and  not  the  direct  product  of  biological
inheritance” (Sanderson, 1978). 

On his own part Andah (1982) is of the view that “culture embraces all the
material and non-material expressions of the people as well as processes
with which these expressions are communicated. It has to do with social,
ethical,  intellectual,  scientific,  artistic  and technological expressions and
processes of people, ethical and/or naturally living in a geographical and
contiguous area… what they pass to their successors and who these are
passed on to”. 

One of the most widely used concept of culture is that put forward by
Edward Burnett Tylor (1871). According to him culture is “that complex
whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, laws, customs and
any  other  capabilities  and  habits  acquired  by  man  as  a  member  of
society”.

These and many other definitions shares many phenomena of culture. In
essence, culture is an embodiment of the behavioral patterns of a group of
people  domiciled  in  a  locality,  characterized  by  their  general  customs,
belief systems, crimes and punishments, recreation and festivals as well as
other materials and non materials pattern of life of the people. Culture is
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“who” and “what” a  person is  and how the person relate  with in the
human and non-human things in the environment he/she resides.  

The  Nembe  people  are  found  predominantly  in  the  coastal  areas  of
Bayelsa state. They are geographically bounded on the East by Akukutoru
and Abua-Odual local governments of Rivers State and in the North and
West by Ogbia Local Government Area and in the South by Brass Local
Government Area of Bayelsa State.

The  area  occupied  by  the  Nembe  people  is  characterized  by  rivulets,
creeks,  creeklets  and canals.  The River  Niger  enters  the  Atlantic  ocean
through many tributaries of which the most important ones in this area
are the Rivers Nun, St. Nicholas, the Brass River and St. Bartholomew. The
red mangrove tree is typical in this region. Climatic conditions of the area
are  high  temperature,  high  humidity  and  heavy  rainfall.  The  area
experiences both the wet (rainy) and the dry season. (Ama Ogbari, 2014).

It is in this serene coastal habitat that the rich culture of the Nembe people
evolved.  The  Nembe people  are  friendly  and  hospitable.  Their  culture
include a unique form of  traditional  outfits,  war canoe regatta  display,
distinctive  Ijo  dialet,  recreational  activities,  festival,  traditional
“commandments” of dos and don’ts. One of the auspicious and glorious
culture the Nembe people inherited from ancient times is the masquerade
culture.  Although  the  dynamism  of  the  time  occasioned  by  universal
globalization  has  affected  this  aspect  of  the  people’s  culture,  it  has
retained its basic features,  and have continued to colour the social and
cultural landscape of the Nembe people.

The masquerade culture is an ageless tradition amongst the Nembe people
and  indeed  a  major  feature  in  many  African  societies.  Masquerade
tradition are identified with individuals, groups, associations, ceremonies,
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festivals and are very pervasive in other socio-cultural lifestyle of many
communities. The masquerade culture in Nembe therefore forms the focus
of this historical discourse.

The Masquerade Culture in Nembe
According  to  the  belief  of  the  Nembe  people,  masquerade  are  spirit
beings, believing that the ancestors of the community are embodied in
them. In Nembe, masquerade displays are common in festive occasions,
and in burial of prominent personalities such as kings and chiefs. Such
displays are also common during coronation ceremonies and in modern
festivals  as  Christmas and Easter  celebrations.  Masquerades  appears  in
different forms and shapes and can perform in daytimes as well as odd
period in the night.

The origin of the masquerade culture in Nembe is traced to a dance club
called Sekiapu. According to oral sources Sekiapu was founded in the 18th

century by Meinyai Orugbani, the last son of King Mein of Nembe. He
introduced  the  Sakiapu  club  which  was  an  umbrella  body  of  many
masquerade from Kula, his maternal home (Lambert Alfred, 2015).

The  masquerade  culture  later  infiltrated  to  other  Nembe  speaking
community.

Types and Significance of Nembe Masquerade
There are different  types  of  masquerades.  Some of  them are discussed
below: 

Masquerade played in the night:
These are masquerade that display in the night. Prominent among them is
“Noin  Nama”.  The  Noin  Nama only  comes  out  in  the  night  and  only
members of this masquerade dance club are allowed to participate and
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witness its performance. It is performed in the night because initiation into
its fold takes place during the night.

Beside, it is believed that this masquerade visits the various deities of the
land.  In  the  process,  it  sacrificed to  these  deities  and also  cleanse  and
purify the land. These activities members believe, are not to be seen by
nonmembers.  The  activities  include  pouring  of  libation,  incantation,
singing, drumming and dancing.

The Ingbila is another masquerade in Nembe that performs in the night.
The  origin  of  this  masquerade  is  traced  to  a  river  in  Oluasiri-
INGIBILATIRI. This masquerade performs with the aid of a cane which it
uses on people, claiming to flog the impurity out of the person.

Another reason why this  masquerade flogs is  because he is  said to  be
protecting it area of jurisdiction. It forbade any one from calling its name
during its performance. It would chase and flog anyone who calls it by the
name. 

However, if one raises his/her hands in the posture of surrendering, it will
let you go (Reuben, oral interview 2015). 

The Sekiapu Masquerades: These masquerades performs during the day.
These  masquerade  includes  Otoba,  Angalayai,  Agbor,  Perigbo,  Omoiya
and so on.

The  Otoba  (Hippopotamus)  is  a  friendly  masquerade  that  performs
during day. Its outfits takes the shape of the hippopotamus. It has unique
dance steps and drum beat. Members of the Sakiepu club dance around it
during its performance.
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The Angalayai perform intricately. It dances on roof tops to the delight of
the  audience.  Sometimes,  the  Angalayai  dance  on  stilt.  It  is  also
colourfully dressed.

The Omiya masquerade act wickedly. At a certain point of its performance
(Egberi), if flogs anyone around the stage and only its atttendants and the
drummer remains with it.
This masquerade signifies and portray through its dance drama that the
world is not always an hospitable place. it show-case the evil part of the
world.  It  also  teach  people  the  aggressive  nature  of  some  people  and
advice therefore that people had to be careful in their relationship with
one another.  

Epele-pele:  This  is  a  masquerade  club  that  has  different  masquerades.
Some of them include Epele-pele, Oki, Sononainsico and so on.

The Epele-pele masquerade is a very kind masquerade. Its performances
occurs during the day. It performs and displays with its “children” and
could  only  be  aggressive  if  any  of  its  “children”  is  taken  away  or
threatened.

The  important  message  being  sent  to  the  Nembe  people  through  this
masquerade  is  to  show  the  caring  attitude  of  some  people.  This
masquerade is the direct  opposidte of  the Ingbila and Omoiyai.  It  also
shows the loving kindness of some people and to teach the people of the
important of family (Reuben, 2015 oral interview).

Obiri-pele:  The Obiri-pele is  a  group of  masquerade that comprised of
Obiri-pele, Ekwe, Ikiminai, Ikpekere and so on.
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The Obiri-Pele is a kind of masquerade that is played in the day. It is like a
dance club, because even with the masquerade around, women could sing
and dance with and around it. They dance to the different rhythm of the
drums. Their dances mostly involving “amakiri” dance (waist wriggling).

The Okiringbo masquerade also performs during the day. This is a weird
masquerade.  Members usually visit  the graveyard before embarking on
public  display.  This  masquerade  carry  clay  pot  on  its  head  with  fire
burning from it.

This masquerade is important to the Nembe people because it teaches the
people that their ancestor still lives with them and had not abandon them.
Visiting  the  graves  means  communicating  with  the  ancestors.  The
masquerade  also  shows  the  fearlessness  of  the  Nembe man,  especially
when dealing with Non-Nembe people.

Alapogamo-Ogbo:  This  is  a  masquerade club which origin is  traced to
Asikabari of Okrika in Ogu/Bolo Local Government Area of Rivers State.
There are ten masquerades in this group colourful dressed with costume
and masks. They are usually good dancers. The lead masquerades sits on
a carved chair like a box which have four wheels, and a girl of about 10-12
years would sit on and dance while he walks or roll the box around the
stage.  This  masquerade  club  performs  within  and  outside  Nembe  on
invitation to social occasions.

Whenever this masquerade is performing, it attracts lots of people. This is
because of its beautiful costumes and its dance steps. This masquerade
display serves as rallying point for Nembe people. When this masquerade
travels  outside  the  community  to  perform,  brought  accolade  and
acknowledgement to the Nembe people. This masquerade attracts people
from different places to Nembe, therefore, promoting tourism and culture.
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On the death of Orugbani who brought the Sekiapu masquerade club to
Nembe,  Ajogidi  took  up  the  leadership.  Ajogidi  with  the  support  of
Opusiri, Gombo, Yibo, Jumbo and Omusuo established a new masquerade
outfit- the Kala-Seikapu.  It was during this period that the masquerade
culture also spread to Okoroba, a neighouring community.

Generally,  masquerades  in  the  past  were  regarded  as  means  for
maintaining  peace  and  order  and  were  also  used  as  law  enforcement
agents  in  Nembe,  at  the  extinction  of  the  traditional  supreme  court
(Ibidikiri) that was sited at the traditional “holy of holies”, the next local
court that was empowered was the Ekine-sekiapu; the Opu Sekiapu which
is the father of all masquerades started the act of Justice, giving ear to the
oppressed. Masquerades were affective in keeping up with the traditional
norms  and  values  in  the  communities  (Chief  Lambert,  2015,  Oral
interview).

In 2001 and 2002, there was an introduction of a new masquerade club
called Owuase and Owuabuobuo in 2016.

Dynamism  of  the  Masquerade  Culture  in  Nembe  in  Contemporary
Times
With  European  imperialism  and  colonization  in  the  20th century,
masquerade became more relevant as an institution for cultural and social
entertainment  in  Nembe  and  elsewhere  in  Africa.  In  recent  times,
masquerades are used for tourist attractions due to their colourful roles,
attires which was always accompanied by traditional music and dancing

In  Nembe,  it  is  a  general  convention  that  all  chiefs  become automatic
members of the Sekiapu masquerade club. It thus become customarily that
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all chief partook in the masquerade dance during the burial ceremony of a
chalked chief (Chief Lambert, 2018 oral sources)

Besides,  the  Alapogamo-Ogbo  and  others  in  Nembe  do  not  just  see
masquerade  display  as  an  ordinary  cultural  play,  but  as  a  means  of
generating fund. Thus celebrants in Nembe and elsewhere would consult
the services of the masquerade club on the payment of an agreed amount
to perform in such ceremony as traditional marriages,  burial ceremony,
coronation  of  chiefs  and  kings,  visit  of  government  officials  and  top
functionaries  and many  others  as  a  process  of  entertaining  and show-
casing aspects of the rich Nembe cultural heritage.

Accessories and Processes in the Masquerade Culture
For a successful and meaningful display of masquerade, certain important
accessories are of utmost necessity (Nation Ayebatonye, 2015).
Prominent among these items is the talking drum, popularly called Ikisa.
Ikisa is a drum made from the dug-out stem of a tree. It is about a meter
high, possible covered with animal skin. The Ikisa is a menbronophone
musical instrument. When played, it produces a deep, loud sound that can
be  heard  for  miles  around  (Inemo  Oruwari  and  Alabo  Nengi  James-
Eriworio 2014 in Nation, 2015).

The  Ikisa  thrills  the  audience  into  an  inspiration  and  communicative
feeling which conveys a message to the effect that an important occurrence
requiring attention and action could be derived from the message of the
talking  drum  (Ikisa).  It  sound  goes  far  and  wide  and  the
meaning/message emanating from the drum could only be deciphered
and understood by those who understood the language of talking drum.

The drummer is an important personality in the process of masquerade
display.  He  had  to  be  a  talented  drummer.  It  is  believed  that  some
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drummers  are  possessed  by  the  “spirit  of  drumming  “the  drummer
through his drumming dictates the dance steps of the dancers and how a
masquerade would dance and act. Other instruments closely associated to
the drums include Ekere and Ikirigo.

Onongi is a very important person associated with the masquerade dance.
Such person leads the other dancers and the masquerade. More often, he
leaves  the  group  to  acknowledge  the  “call  from  the  drum”,  after
answering the call, the Onongi would go back to harmonize with the other
dancers by raising his palms and striking them with the outstretched open
palms of  the  other  dancers  as  to  concur  that  all  is  well.  This  relay  of
greeting is passed on from one dancer until the last person at the rear.
The Onongi is dressed in different attire from the rest of the dancers. He
knot a white wrapper called alo around his waist with a white head band
which is attached with a feather. His face would be colourfully drawn and
decorated with native chalk.

There are in some masquerade display, an interlude of Egberi or story to
dramatise the masquerade display. Here again, the Onongi has special role
to play. He would be the first person to perform before the performance of
the masquerade.  During the story time or Egberi,  the drummer would
play and the masquerade is expected to answer by coming out to display,
but  if  he  fails  to  answer,  the  drummers  would  play  another  rhythm
“Tekule” meaning failed or be careful.

Another kule would be called for the masquerade and where he fails, the
drummer would play a recessional tune called “Igbirinangafariyai” for the
masquerade to dance into the masquerade house (Seikaipu house). After
this another masquerade would be invited and tested by the drummer. If
the masquerade passed the test and dance accordingly and gesculate to
the  direction  the  drummer  demanded,  the  masquerade  would  dance
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happily with pride. Admirers would then rush to shower him with gifts
such as money, clothes (wrappers) and other valuables in appreciation for
a good performance. At this junction, the drummer plays a dignify tune to
enable the masquerade dance proudly to the sekiapu house.

Conclusion: masquerade culture as noted, is an age-long cultural practice
of  the  Nembe people  of  the Eastern Niger  Delta  region of  Nigeria.  Its
origin is traced to Kula in the Kalabari area, also in the Niger Delta. It is a
cultural show piece that shows fundamental nexus between the people,
their ancestors and the spirit beings around them.

The important of this aspect of Nembe culture cannot be over-emphasized.
Masquerade  culture  is  important  to  the  Nembe  people  because  they
believe that some of the masquerade are performed in order to cleanse the
land  from  spiritual  pollutants,  other  believes  that  masquerades  are
representatives of some spirit beings, diety and their performance help to
convey messages; therefore sometimes they are staged to honour the spirit
beings and ancestor.

 As noted earlier on in this discourse, masquerade are sometimes staged to
commemorate  special  occasion  like  coronations,  death  of  prominent
members, chiefs and kings and also for entertainment.

On festive occasion, masquerades are deployed to entertain guest as well
as  attract  tourism.  Finally  masquerade culture  help  to  forge  a  bond of
unity among the Nembe people.  

There is no doubt that despite the incursion of globalization and modern
civilization into Africa and indeed Nembe land, this important aspect of
the people’s heritage had not been obliterated and it had continued to give
meaning to the cultural interpretation on aspect of the people’s way of life.
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